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Body Image ** (Basic)

Section 1
According to the broadcast, choose the best answers.
1. What is the presenter’s name?





A.
B.
C.

Katrin Fong
Catherine Wong
Cathy Chong

2. If we are happy with our appearance, we have __________.





A.
B.
C.

a positive body image
an unhealthy body
a negative body image

3. Some very attractive people have a __________ body image.





A.
B.
C.

negative
positive
surprising

4. Men with a negative body image may feel that they should __________.





A.
B.
C.

have better clothes
lose weight
have bigger muscles

5. When was Dr Jones’ study released?





A.
B.
C.

The week before the broadcast
Two days before the broadcast
The day before the broadcast
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Body Image ** (Basic)

Section 2
Choose the best answers.
1. Dr Jones has been trying to find out why some people have __________ body
image.





A.
B.
C.

interests in
a negative
a positive

2. What do people see on television and in magazines?





A.
B.
C.

Pictures of perfect looking men and women
Lots of people with a negative body image
Unattractive stars who used to be famous

3. What may men want to have when they see Brad Pitt or Tom Cruise?





A.
B.
C.

Perfect bodies and perfect hair.
Bigger muscles and nicer skin.
Fashionable clothes and designer shoes.

4. Which two stars does Dr Jones say are examples of women with no faults?





A.
B.
C.

Sammi Cheng, Angelababy
Kelly Chen, Gigi Leung
Angelababy, Gigi Leung

5. When we see men and women with the perfect look, we may feel pressured to
__________.





A.
B.
C.

look the same
become a star
buy magazines

6. If a woman has a negative body image, she may feel __________.





A.
B.
C.

uncomfortable about her weight
uncomfortable about her health
happy about her weight and look
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Body Image ** (Basic)

Section 3
Choose the best answers.
Look at the list of statements in the box below.
If it is said by James, write ‘J’ in the space.
If it is said by Claire, write ‘C’ in the space.
If it is said by both James and Claire, write ‘B’ in the space.
If it is not said by James or Claire, write ‘N’ in the space.
You may use any answer more than once. You do not have to use all the answers.
Statements
1
2
3

Who ?

Dieting is never good.

N

You never see any unattractive movie stars or
singers.
Magazines should have pictures of average looking
people.

4

There is pressure to look good in school.

5

Girls spend much more time on their appearance
than boys do.
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